
 Elementary  School 

These students have done 
extraordinary accomplishments                           
and the awards goes to………….

The students of the month feel free to print your certificates out 
but we will be giving them to you at the end of the year!!!



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
             Baligan K. K

                For: 
 kindergarten-Baligan is still 4 and has made the transition to kindergarten wonderfully! She 
was very hesitant to start, but now she participates all day and is so brave. Great work, 
Baligan!

 Elementary  School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
   Celine B. 1st

                For: 
Celine always participates and completes her work. I can count on her to be a leader to 
other students in class and help them whenever necessary. She is a great friend to all. 
Awesome job, Celine! 

 Elementary  School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
    Rayhaan M. 2nd

                For: 
completing all of her tasks on time, works great with her classmates, is a 
wonderful mentor to her peers, and attends class daily with a smile! 

 Elementary  School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
   Illa M. 3rd

                For: 
being great mentor to her peers, completes her work efficiently, 
and participates regularly with enthusiasm. 

 Elementary  School 

October 2023



 Middle School 

These students have done 
extraordinary accomplishments                           
and the awards goes to………….

The students of the month feel free to print your certificates out 
but we will be giving them to you at the end of the year!!!



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
              Nadine S.   6th 

                For: 
  for participating, engagement, asking questions, and gives 100% in class
          

    Middle School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
           Nathan L.  7th

                For: 
for positive attitude, solid work ethic, embraces the importance of the whole education 
 

    Middle School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
               Fatima N. 8th

                For: 
     for demonstrating her interest in sharing her ideas and collaborating in breakout rooms.

    Middle School 

October 2023



 High  School 

These students have done 
extraordinary accomplishments                           
and the awards goes to………….

The students of the month feel free to print your certificates out but 
we will be giving them to you at the end of the year!!!



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
   Brooklyn G. 

               For: 
 Staying  engaged and has turned all her work on time...asks questions 
and follows EVERY single rule. 

    High School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
   Ameer S.

                For: 
  Remaining active, engaged and attentive/ source of help and 
impeccable attention span. 

    High School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
              Rena M. 11th

                For: 
positive, and hardworking...resilient and often volunteers her work for feedback 
and examples to others.

    High School 

October 2023



         This Certificate 
                          goes to….. 
   

                            
Fatima A.  11th

                For: 
Helping to bring in some of her own materials for class unit on College and Career...She 
also took the time to work ahead on the unit and her work became an example to her 
peers. 

    High School 

October 2023


